* 54	SOCIAL  CONDITION.
he saw it thrice subsequently—the celebrated rope trick.*
A Yogi, after preaching a most impressive sermon,
"took a rope about fifteen feet long and perhaps an inch
thick. One end of this rope he held in his left hand,
while with the right he threw the other end up in the air.
The rope instead of coming down again remained sus-
pended even after the yoghi had removed his other hand
and it seemed to have become as rigfd as a pillar. Then
the yoghi seized it with both hands, and to my utter
t.inazement, climbed up this rope suspended all the time,
in defiance of gravity, with the lower end at least five
feet from the ground. And in proportion as he climbed
up it seemed as if the rope was lengthening out indefi
nitely above him and disappearing beneath him, for he
kept on climbing till he was fairly out of sight, and the
last I could distinguish was his white turban and a piece
of this never-ending rope. Then my eyes could endure
the glare of the sky no longer,, and when I looked again
he was gone." As an Oriental, traveller and student,,
Dr. Hensoldt concludes that ' jtin.doo adepts have
"brought hypnotism to such a degree of perfection that,
while under its influence our senses are no longer a
criterion of' the reality around us, but can be made to
deceive us in a manner which is perfectly amazing."
Feats of magic are not confined, to the Hindus.    Ma-
homedan experts are also occasionally met with. ; About
* This tnck has been described by several travellers. We cannot
hTever, vouch for the accuracy of the descriptions. For a descrip-
tion of the sword-swallowing trick, see "Forbes, " Oriental Memoirs *'
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